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A PTA IN THE NUCLEAR FRANCE
•

58 reactors for 75% of French electricity

•

Nuclear energy as a part of national identity

•

Massive construction of nuclear power plants and nuclear waste
management used to be the decision of few experts closely
related to Minister of Industry (Hecht 2009, Barthe and Meyer 2010, Topçu

(NWA, 2014)
(Hecht, 2009)

2014)

•

Birth of first institutionalized Parliamentary Technology
Assessment Office (PTA) in the nuclear France in 1983.
•

29 reports on nuclear issues among 10 on nuclear wastes
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PARTICULARITIES OF THE FRENCH PTA
•

Democratic tool of and for the Parliament
Why in the other systems, it doesn’t work? They have no link with the
parliamentarians! So, at a moment, they [the parliamentarians] say
that they [others TA] only produce studies. (…) We are the only
system where the parliamentarians are so much implicated. (President
of OPECST, 2014)

• Double status of its members: both TA practitioners and policy-makers
The OPECST is more followed because it’s an MP that convinces
another MP (Past Director of French nuclear waste agency, 2014)
•

Reports are science-based but have a clear political tone
(Laurent 2000)
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PARTICULARITIES OF THE FRENCH PTA (2)
•

Wish to impact the NWM decision-making process
“ The affair of nuclear waste: every member who comes at the
Office did it because they want to influence. Then, OPECST’s
members who come from the [Departments of] Haute Marne and
Meuse are still here because they have the [NWM] underground
laboratory.” (President of the Office 2014)

“I’m candidate at the Office because it is the best place for
reflection, the most recognized one to talk about the wastes. (…)
” (OPECST member concerned by underground nuclear waste laboratory,
2014)
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IMPACT OF THE FRENCH PTA IN NWM
•

« Table: Typology of Impacts » by Ladikas and Decker (2004)
(TAMI project) in four periods
•
•
•
•

1990-1991: before the first political commitment
After 1991
2005-2006: before the second political commitment
After 2006

IMPACT OF FRENCH PTA IN NWM
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DISCUSSION: TA OF NWM IN FRANCE
PTA (and its members) as a gatekeeper
•

At different steps of the decision-making process
(upstream and downstream)

•

Filter the information (IN): selection control
à With its own procedural rules and criteria

•

Translate it (OUT) to the Parliament: production control
à Meta appraisal to the Parliament

But influence limited to the Parliament: what about of the Government?
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3. CONCLUSION
•

NWM and OPECST are strongly related, and NWM is a key
part of the TA’s influence but for how long?

•

Particularities of the French PTA as a success in the
French context: fully alive and its existence unquestioned

•

Representative democracy versus participative
democracy?
à French political-cultural specificity and what about
others countries?
à Democratically debating issues is what matters.
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THANKS!
Celine.parotte@ulg.ac.be
www.spiral.ulg.ac.be

International Conference: « Trading Zones in Technological Societies »
University of Liège, 15-16 October 2015
One parallel track session on « Safety and nuclear energy »
Open call for papers. Deadline: April 30, 2015
http://events.ulg.ac.be/trading-zones/presentation/
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